
MTCOOKSKIPLANES.COM

DISCOVER  AORAKI/MT COOK 
AND THE TASMAN GLACIER FROM THEWORLD 

EXCLUSIVE SKIPLANE & HELICOPTER TOUR



• Alpine landing in the Southern Alps
• Fly over the Tasman Terminal Lake
• 25-minute helicopter flight (allow 1 hour for the experience)
• Views of the  Tasman Terminal Lake, Horchsetter Icefall & 
Aoraki/Mount Cook amongst its surrounding snow capped landscape.

Explore the valleys and peaks of Aoraki Mount Cook National Park, with exceptional views of Aoraki Mount Cook 
and the surrounding snow-capped mountain range.

From a bird's eye view catch the amazing sights of the Southern Alps. You will fly over the Tasman Terminal Lake, 
pass by the Horchsetter Icefall before setting down for an Alpine/Snow landing.

Enjoy the comfort, safety, and performance of our Squirrel Helicopters. Sit back and relax as you watch the Enjoy the comfort, safety, and performance of our Squirrel Helicopters. Sit back and relax as you watch the 
gorgeous scenery unfold beneath you. Be sure to take lots of photos to document this one-of-a-kind experience. 
Our pilots offer informative and interesting commentary throughout the flight to ensure you receive the best 
possible experience.

INFANTS: The Civil Aviation Authority stipulates that we operate our aircraft in line with the manufacturers guidelines, one of these guidelines is that there is maximum number of passengers allowed on 
the aircraft, adult, child or infant. Therefore when an infant is booked on our flights and sits on the lap of a caregiver we are required to leave a seat free for this infant, thus the total maximum number of 
passengers remains the same. This is why you will see a charge for infants.

Tasman Taster

A scenic helicopter tour of Aoraki Mt Cook National Park

Contact:
Mount Cook Airport, Mount Cook, 7999
Ph: + 64 3 430 8026
Email: fly@mtcookskiplanes.com
Web: mtcookskiplanes.com



45 Minute experience. 
Ski Plane & Helicopter: We're the only place in the world where you'll get to fly 
in a ski plane and a helicopter during this experience.
• Experience spectacular views from above in a ski plane and a helicopter.
• Land on New Zealand’s longest glacier – the Tasman Glacier.
• Enjoy beautiful views of the Tasman Terminal Lake, Grand Plateau, 
Hochstetter Icefall and cloud-piercing Aoraki/Mt Cook.Hochstetter Icefall and cloud-piercing Aoraki/Mt Cook.

Fly in a ski plane and a helicopter on the same day for an unforgettable experience of Aoraki/Mount Cook. Enjoy a 
scenic adventure that includes a glacier snow landing on the Tasman Glacier.

From takeoff to landing, you will enjoy spectacular views! Fly up the Tasman Valley over the breathtaking blue 
glacier lake. See the Hochstetter Icefall and the cloud-piercing Aoraki/Mount Cook before landing on the upper 
snowfields of the Tasman Glacier. Take time to enjoy this unique alpine environment before swapping aircraft and 
returning to Mount Cook Airport.

These mountains are covered in snow and ice all year round, and the aircraft fully shuts down on landing so you can These mountains are covered in snow and ice all year round, and the aircraft fully shuts down on landing so you can 
enjoy the peace and quiet of nature. You’ll also see Tasman Terminal Lake, Grand Plateau, Plateau Hut, as well as the 
full length of the Tasman Glacier.

INFANTS: The Civil Aviation Authority stipulates that we operate our aircraft in line with the manufacturers guidelines, one of these guidelines is that there is maximum number of passengers allowed on 
the aircraft, adult, child or infant. Therefore when an infant is booked on our flights and sits on the lap of a caregiver we are required to leave a seat free for this infant, thus the total maximum number of 
passengers remains the same. This is why you will see a charge for infants.

Ultimate Alpine Experience (Combo)

Enjoy a scenic adventure that includes a snow landing on the Tasman Glacier!

Contact:
Mount Cook Airport, Mount Cook, 7999
Ph: + 64 3 430 8026
Email: fly@mtcookskiplanes.com
Web: mtcookskiplanes.com



45 Minute experience. 
Ski Plane Or Helicopter: We're the only place in the world where you'll get to 
choose to fly in a ski plane or a helicopter for this experience.

• Experience spectacular views from above in a ski plane or a helicopter.
• Land on New Zealand’s longest glacier – the Tasman Glacier.
• Enjoy beautiful views of the Southern Alps.

Our scenic flights have just gotten better! Indulge in the silent serenity of the Southern Alps with a ski plane or 
helicopter tour.

You will enjoy the scenic beauty of Aoraki/Mt Cook and the national park surrounding it from takeoff to landing. 
The snow-capped mountains, the bright blue of the glacier lake and the lush greens of the vegetation are just a few 
of the magnificent sights you will experience as you fly through the Southern Alps.

Once you’ve travelled up the Tasman Valley, you will make a glacier landing for a picture perfect moment. This 
incredible journey is 45-minutes long, you will return to the Mount Cook airport once completed.

INFANTS: The Civil Aviation Authority stipulates that we operate our aircraft in line with the manufacturers guidelines, one of these guidelines is that there is maximum number of passengers allowed on 
the aircraft, adult, child or infant. Therefore when an infant is booked on our flights and sits on the lap of a caregiver we are required to leave a seat free for this infant, thus the total maximum number of 
passengers remains the same. This is why you will see a charge for infants.

Glacier Highlights 

Experience everything Aoraki/Mt Cook National Park has to offer!

Contact:
Mount Cook Airport, Mount Cook, 7999
Ph: + 64 3 430 8026
Email: fly@mtcookskiplanes.com
Web: mtcookskiplanes.com



60 Minute experience. 
Ski Plane Or Helicopter: We're the only place in the world where you'll get to 
choose to fly in a ski plane or a helicopter for this experience.

• Beautiful views of the Tasman Terminal Lake, Aoraki/Mt Cook, Mt Tasman, 
and Mt Sefton. Fox and Franz Josef Glaciers
• Full length of the Tasman Glacier
• Hochstetter Icefall, Grand Plateau and Plateau Hut• Hochstetter Icefall, Grand Plateau and Plateau Hut
• Snow/ice all year round

This Mount Cook helicopter tour or ski plane adventure is the ultimate way to see the Southern Alps. Traverse the 
Main Divide to the West Coast and view the magnificent landscape of the Fox and Franz Josef Glaciers. 
Track north along the Tasman Sea before recrossing the snow-capped peaks of the Southern Alps to the Tasman 
Glacier.

Enjoy the stunning views of the Aoraki/Mt Cook National Park as you track south down the Tasman. 
Fly through the Grand Plateau and the Hochstetter Icefall as you pass under the east face of Aoraki Mt Cook 
before descending over the Tasman Terminal Lake.

INFANTS: The Civil Aviation Authority stipulates that we operate our aircraft in line with the manufacturers guidelines, one of these guidelines is that there is maximum number of passengers allowed on 
the aircraft, adult, child or infant. Therefore when an infant is booked on our flights and sits on the lap of a caregiver we are required to leave a seat free for this infant, thus the total maximum number of 
passengers remains the same. This is why you will see a charge for infants.

The Grand Circle

The ultimate Southern Alps aerial tour

Contact:
Mount Cook Airport, Mount Cook, 7999
Ph: + 64 3 430 8026
Email: fly@mtcookskiplanes.com
Web: mtcookskiplanes.com


